CONDITIONS OF THE DIPLOMA “BROTHER KOLBE” IN TENERIFE

DESCRIPTION:
Diploma given on a yearly basis by Radioclub Islas Canarias to celebrate the festivity of
Saint Maximilian Kolbe, patron saint of radio hams, on the 14 of August, and the arrival
of an image of this patron saint to Tenerife, Canary Islands, thanks to the action of this
club.
The diploma will be given to all stations that make two contacts: one with the official
station of the Radio Club, EA8RCK, and another one with EG8HKT, an special station
created for the event.
DATE:
Contacts will be valid when realized between the 12st and the 20th of August, both
inclusive.
HOW TO CONTACT:
Contacts can be made on any band or modality, not being necessary to make both
contacts in the same band or modality. As long as a contact with each station is made,
the contacts can be made on different bands or modalities.
LOG:
Evidence of these contacts must be sent by e-mail with day, time, band, modality and
contacted station to: ea8rck@radioclubislascanarias.es
The diploma is entirely free, and will be sent to the e-mail address from which the
evidence has been sent to the Radio Club.
Stations holding official listening call signs, given by entities or officially recognized
associations can also be elegible to get the diploma, sending the data of FIVE contacts
that have been made by the stations of the event and any other station, in any band or
modality.
DATA PROTECTION:
The Board of Directors of Radioclub Islas Canarias will answer any questions about
obtaining this diploma. Also, we will use received data for the only purpose of sending
the diplomas back to the awarded.

Board of Directors, Radioclub Islas Canarias.

Attached certificate St. Maximilian Kolbe.

We will accept and appreciate donations for the maintenance of the
shrine and image in the C / C La Caixa IBAN: ES64 2100 6922 3222 0020
2778, until 31 October 2015. The pastor of the chapel, D. Airan Gonzalez,
certify in writing that will be exhibited at the website of our Radioclub,
www.radioclubislascanarias.es, the receiving all donations.

73`s and thanks for collaboration

